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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

Please read the following document carefully. If in doubt, please
consult the advice of a legal, financial or tax advisor in your

jurisdiction. The information included and presented in this document
does not cover all of the information regarding the acquisition of
HotDoge tokens. This document does not in any way constitute a

commitment for HotDoge or for any other third party and does not
impose any contractual obligation between the different parties. The
information mentioned in this document should not be considered as

legal advice or investment advice and may be subject to change. 
 

Before carrying out any transaction in connection with HotDoge, we
strongly recommend that future token holders consult a professional
in order to obtain an independent external opinion since the elements

of this white paper are provided for informational purposes only.
The HotDoge token should not be considered as a share, 

a commitment or any other financial security regardless of the
jurisdiction concerned. This document does not constitute a public
offer of any kind, including and without being limited to a financial
security one, regardless of the jurisdiction. The HotDoge team does

not consult advice or give any opinion regarding the acquisition, sale
or any other transaction carried out with HotDoge tokens. 

The document below cannot be the source of a binding agreement or
investment decisions in relation to HotDoge. There is no obligation to

buy or sell HotDoge Tokens arising from this document. The white
paper, website and all other material made available to the public

may be made available in multiple languages. However, the English
version of this document shall prevail as the original and binding in the
event of any discrepancy. HotDoge cannot be held responsible for any

misleading translation causing a financial impact.
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Abstract

Since the dawn of the first crypto-currencies, namely Bitcoin 
in 2009 with Satoshi Nakamoto's white paper, the digital
market has grown considerably and presently boasts a

plethora of cutting-edge projects featuring distributed ledger
technology and highlighting unprecedented innovation. 

 
However, in the last few months we’ve witnessed the explosion

of certain community projects such as Dogecoin and
Safemoon. Their rise to the top made two things abundantly

clear. First, that cryptocurrency was being recognized by
many as an exceedingly viable investment strategy and

secondly, that rival currencies offering technical innovation
without simple access to them were quickly becoming a

nightmare for many investors, causing hesitancy to join and
which subsequently stagnated the growth of projects. 

 
The HotDoge project was created with this in mind: 

to truly be a currency of the people and for the people,
bringing simplicity to investing to a united and active

community, that through the transparency of the HotDoge
team, get to have a hand in the direction and success of the
coin. Additionally, playful technical innovations will also allow

investors to benefit from the economic model of the project in
the long term, while retaining the possibility of using the

currency for many daily services and activities.
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HotDoge is a cryptocurrency that launched on 
April 22nd 2021 by a developer who wanted to leave the 

project in the hands of his community from day one by locking
the liquidity for a year with DXSale and renouncing ownership,

in order to truly apply the intrinsic vision of the project: 
To be a coin of the community and led by the community. 

The HotDoge project was then taken over by an initial team of
ten community members all with different backgrounds and

skillsets, yet a singular shared goal: to give a bright future to a
currency that has all the potential to become an essential

reference and a key actor in both the DeFi and NFT fields as
well as in blockchain-based video game industry. 

 
 

“Unlike the many other projects that focus solely on the memes,
(Don’t get us wrong, we love memes!) , we want to offer the

opportunity for our community to see HotDoge as both a source 
of fun and also as a generator of potentially live changing passive

income through the reflection business model and our various
ongoing applications and services under development." 

 
HotDoge therefore is more than just a project. 

It represents the power of a united community and family
working together to bring meaningful and lasting economic
change to their lives as well as to others in their community

- HotDoge Team
 
 
 
 
 

What is the HotDoge Project?
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HotDoge Community Vision

Various events on our social medias , bringing many ways to earn
HotDoge freely by achieving simple tasks or participating in our
community events and challenges. Anyone can become an important
HotDoge holder to support our vision and be the first to benefit from

A community token fully driven by the community. Major changes ,
improvements and evolutions will be made in accordance with the
community wishes for the future.

An easy way to join an event and submit associated entries
Faster processing time to organize and validate entries
Ability to vote and select winners as a community. 

4.1 HotDoge community management :
 

HotDoge was first launched to benefit the 
crypto community as much as possible:

 

the future releases to come.

 
4.2 HotDoge community application:

 
In the current situation, the various events are prepared and then

organized directly on our official social networks with the need to post
a verification in our Discord channel. 

We plan to develop a unique HotDoge application, available for both
iOS and Android, which will allow active participation in the life of the
project: Never miss a single event or community giveaway by using 

the native HotDoge app.
 

Community members and especially holders will be the first 
to enjoy an efficient and quick way to earn HotDoge every day.
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HotDoge NFT Art

ERC-1155 standard where developers could deploy a single smart
contract that can be used to create unlimited fungible tokens and
non-fungible tokens.

ERC-721 token standard only produces non-fungible tokens and
requires developers to deploy a new smart contract for every
new token to be launched.

5.1 HotDoge Gallery and trading-auction platform:
5.1.1 What are NFTs?

 
Simply put, a non-fungible token, or NFT, is a special type of

unique and indivisible crypto token. Unlike fungible tokens that
can be stacked on top of each other without any differences, 

non-fungible tokens each hold a unique level of value based on
their individual identity being unique.

 Based on this principle, it is always possible to find the same copy
of an NFT at different prices within the ecosystem thus creating
competition through the principle of market supply and demand.

We thus distinguish several standards of NFTs:
 

 
ERC-1155 standard allows for the duplication of unique tokens

within a single instance and will be our main point of interest to
fulfil our goals in the NFT market for HotDoge. NFTs are widely

used to tokenize songs, pictures, draws and more and will be
actively used within the HotDoge ecosystem to fuel the farming

system and the various embedded games and services.
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A decor generator to integrate and display the different works. 

An on-chain NFT creation module at a lower cost
An NFT trading platform integrated with gallery and exhibition systems

5.1.2 HotDoge NFTs Gallery , Exhibition, Auction 
and trading platform

 
“ A great community brings talents , and talents bring creativity”

The NFTs market is still growing and trends to become a key market in
the coming years. Although their limits are not yet defined, it is certain

that these non-fungible tokens will be an easy way to share content
online and on the blockchain. HotDoge is first and foremost a

community project and this is what prompted us to launch our own
online art gallery to showcase the talents of our community. In an era
when new technologies are dominating the world, it has become much

easier to share any creations online, but it is also difficult to gain
enough visibility to market yourself effectively. The launch of the

HotDoge gallery will solve this problem by highlighting all the talents
that deserve to be known and who knows, may even create vocations
in some users discovering this world. Content creators will be able to
both benefit from the support of a large community but also from a
platform to easily share all the work. The gallery will be broken down
into several modules and will integrate an internal trading module to

buy, sell and auction the different NFTs.
 

Do you want a show your work in a museum? An idyllic place? 
or just a simple decor? The generator will allow you to position your
artwork among many sets to improve the visitor experience while
increasing the chance of acquisition rate.
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HotDoge NFT Art

Person A put a sale for a limited HotDoge NFT for 1000$ in Dollars
Person B wants to purchase this creation directly from the
platform using HotDoge tokens
Person B initiates the transaction through the platform for a total
value of 1000 dollars in HotDoge
91.5% will go to the seller's wallet directly, as a result from the sale
8% will be taxed according to HotDoge tokenomics 

0.5% will be taxed for operations , events and to provide more
services to the platform. 
Using this model, an important adoption of the NFT gallery and
trading person will greatly increase the daily activity within the
ecosystem and thus increase the holders reward , bringing an
extra passive income for both NFTs sellers and HotDoge Holders.

All services and interactions included within the HotDoge NFT
ecosystem will be powered by the HotDoge native currency directly.

This use case will allow to use the currency as the active mean of
exchange within the HotDoge gallery, increasing the daily volume of

transactions and automatically generating rewards for HotDoge
holders, thus increasing the passive income obtained over time.

 
NFT Trading Platform economics:

 

(4% to fuel liquidity , 4% shared between holders)

 
 
 



Standard Sets are from the daily work of our teams and 

Special Sets will be created on-demand or for special periods
(Christmas, Summer , a special theme , a film partnership or even
for more ideas) and will be available for limited time.
Collection Packs will contain a selection of different HotDoge NFTs.

5.2 NFTs Sets and collections
5.2.1 Standard and special events sets and collections packs :

 
HotDoge NFTs will be divided into three main categories and will be

created on various occasions:
 

supporters and will be published in our gallery and available 
for purchase by the community

 
NB. We will never mint new special NFTs outside the timeframe of events. 

These creations will remain on the first come, first served principle to respect 
a fair chance for everyone to get one.

 
These different sets will also be used for some special farming pools or to
unlock extra features reserved for NFTs holders. In the near future, we are
also planning to integrate our sets and collections into various games to

fully benefit from these collections with interactive actions. 
 

5.2.2 Monthly NFT Airdrop and exclusive tiered-NFT airdrop 
for early investors :

When we took over the management of the project, we always kept 
in mind to reward early investors for their support in a fun way that

corresponded with our vision. This is why we have decided to set up an
exclusive airdrop reserved for early HotDoge holders.
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Tiered Airdrop
 

Between June 1 and June 30, we will take regular snapshots to 
list all token holders. The NFTs that will be distributed in this way

will be revealed at the last moment, and will be allocated
according to the quantity of HotDoge held by each individual 

in the community (From Tier 1 to Tier 7):

 

More than 5 Quadrillion HotDoge (NFT Set 1)
Between 1 Quadrillion and 5 Quadrillion HotDoge (NFT Set 2)
Between 100 Trillions and 1 Quadrillion  HotDoge (NFT Set 3)

Between 1 Trillion and 100 Trillions HotDoge (NFT Set 4)
Between 100 Billion and 1 Trillion HotDoge (NFT Set 5)
Between 1 Billion and 100 Billions HotDoge (NFT Set 6)

Under 1,000,000,000 HotDoge (NFT Set 7)
 
 

NFT Rewards will be distributed during the first half 
of July during our special summer event. 

We will also hold various giveaways and NFTs airdrop for the
community during the next few months, and special NFT

airdrops to our most actives supporters and LP providers.
In the near future we are also planning to introduce monthly 

NFT themed airdrops to incentive users to hold HotDoge tokens
and to increase the global adoption of the community currency.
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HotDoge DeFi Solution

6.1 HotDogeSwap, an AMM to fuel the ecosystem
6.1.1 What is an AMM?

 
Simply put, automated market makers are computer programs that

replace the work of market makers in traditional markets. AMMs allow
users to easily exchange, or more precisely swap crypto currencies in a

peer to peer model. However, in this case, the usual order book is
replaced by liquidity pools directly deposited in smart contracts. These

cash reserves allow users to switch from one token to another, in a
fully decentralized manner, while maintaining control over the funds.
At the same time, liquidity providers are encouraged to deposit cash

for a portion of the fees generated by the exchanges. This mechanism
is based on mathematical formulas, making it possible to estimate the
exchange rate between two assets at a specific time, also taking into

account the liquidity present on the protocol.
 

Impermanent losses
 

Like with any technology, automated market makers have 
their own drawbacks. The most prominent and widespread are 

known as the impermanent losses. This situation happens when one of 
the two assets of the pair sees its price increase, without the protocol 
updating it. As a result, there is always the same value on each side of

the scale, when in reality one of the two assets has seen its value
increase. To overcome this drawback, the HotDogeYield will 

provide an efficient way to earn daily rewards compensating 
the possible losses from this mechanism.

 
 
 
 



An interest in providing liquidity on standard pools in exchange for 

A simple solution to exchange BEP20 tokens in complete safety
An intuitive platform, with games and events integrated and allowing to
win many rewards such as airdrops, NFTs & HotDoges by providing cash
An additional passive income solution via the HotDogeYield solution
(outlined in the next section)

6.1.2 HotDogeSwap and holders benefits:
 

HotDogeSwap will be the first HotDoge platform to fully leverage the
benefits of DeFi systems. In addition to the native technical capabilities
of the HotDoge currency and its reflection system, the HotDogeSwap

solution will offer many advantages for liquidity providers:
 

daily volume trading fees

 
6.2 HotDoge Yield Farming solution with NFTs:

6.2.1 What is the so-called Yield Farming?
 

Yield farming solution is an approach that uses several strategies to
optimize the returns generated by cryptocurrencies and liquidities. 
This is a process in which users provide liquidity to DeFi protocols, 

and are rewarded with a return in the form of tokens. The returns are so
large that they often encourage users to provide liquidity quickly. 

However, we have noticed that a strong majority of projects focusing on
the financial benefits on this system alone tend to collapse the value 

of the market drastically. 
This is why we have completely redesigned the traditional farming system
to offer something more innovative and sustainable in the long term via

NFTs and without impacting the HotDoge value within the ecosystem.
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6.2.2 NFT Yield Farming as a passive income of LP providers :
 

Although the HotDoge currency offers technical properties to reward active
holders with the 4% redistributed with each transaction, it has become

essential to be able to both ensure a certain level of liquidity for a
community currency, but also a certain level of rewards. to make users want

to participate in the growth of HotDoge while finding a financial interest.
The deployment of the HotDogeYield solution will be carried out in several

distinct stages to allow the best possible experience for farmers:
 

Phase 1 : Cold Doge token creation with specific properties. 
While HotDoge is used as the main currency within the ecosystem, 

ColdDoge will fuel the entire farming system with rewards.
 

Phase 2 : Presale-phase for ColdDoge (HotDoge’s sister token)
Presale funds will be allocated to liquidities, pools reward 

over time and for marketing expenses
 

Phase 3 : HotDogeYield official launch with 5 pools at start
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HotDoge DeFi Solution

Pool 1 : HotDoge/BNB – Rewards in top cap coins 
(not HotDoge or ColdDoge)

Pool 2 : HotDoge/BUSD – Rewards in top cap coins 
(not HotDoge or ColdDoge)

Pool 3 : ColdDoge/BNB – Rewards in top cap coins 
( not HotDoge or ColdDoge)

Pool 4 : ColdDoge/ BUSD – Rewards in top cap coins
(not HotDoge or ColdDoge)

Pool 5 : ColdDoge/HotDoge – Special pool reserved for events 
(Subject to changes). LP providers will be rewarded with a 

special token (game token), NFTs, or special rewards



Phase 4 and beyond :
 

More pools will be made available depending on 
future partnerships /collaboration or future releases.

 
Each farming pool has a limited access unlockable with a NFT purchase.

Each pool will have an associated NFT to unlock before being able to
start farming. Except special pools , standard pools will have an

unlimited number of NFT minted on-demand to give a fair access 
to all our community.

 
Special NFTs created for events will trigger special pools for 

a limited period of time.
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HotDogeGames

HotDogeGames is a set of mini-games, bringing the 
HotDoge currency to a new level. Upon launch, all our 

community will be able to play various games using HotDoge 
to earn chances to win special NFTs and prizes in our shop. 

 
Initial Game(s) Offering:

 
Carnival themed circus mini-games, where holders can spend 
HotDoge for the chance to win "tickets" based on their score. 

A shop with exclusive rewards : Goodies, T-shirt, other merchandise,
NFTs, special prizes and further additions to the  rewards shop. 

The HotDoge shop items will be exchangeable via points obtainable
playing the games and participating in our different events. 

The list of rewards is not limited to the items stated above and will
likely evolve in the future over time.

The NFTs and special designs offered in the shop will be purchasable
with either HotDoge or tickets. 

Playing the game and paying with tickets will provide a special
discount on the price, to reward and incentivise users for their 

active participation and support.
 

Example: Spending 1T hotdoge on a game (ie a slot-machine type
game, where the payout is consistent, and the expectation is known)
will get you an average of 10 tickets, you could have an NFT cost 10

tickets OR 2T HotDoge, thus incentivising play.
 

Future games:
More games will be made available for the community

 and will be announced once development starts.
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HotDoge Tokenomics
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The HotDoge token is a community-driven BEP20 currency
introduced via a fair launch with no presale or pre-mined 

amount and is open to any type of investor, whatever their
financial capacity may be. By locking liquidity on the first day and
renouncing ownership, the entire HotDoge project and it's supply
is now fully in the hands of its supporters. No more coins will ever

be minted and supply will remain unchanged over time.
 
 

Total Supply
100,000,000,000,000,000 HotDoge

 
Official token address

0x1991501f1398663f69dd7391c055bb0df6514f76
 

- 8% tax per transaction
- 4% to LP / 4% shared between holders

 
 
 

Locked Liquidity Proof:
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?

id=0&add=0x7e82C46D36498FE4e432050957296556deB20a3c
&type=lplock&chain=BSC

 
Renounced ownership Proof:

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x3371cb83937072b7fa1a2c1cec943b660606db
7ce3d48a257e286d782e2b7cda

 

https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x7e82C46D36498FE4e432050957296556deB20a3c%20&type=lplock&chain=BSC
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x7e82C46D36498FE4e432050957296556deB20a3c%20&type=lplock&chain=BSC
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x3371cb83937072b7fa1a2c1cec943b660606db7ce3d48a257e286d782e2b7cda


HotDoge Roadmap

Token launch on PS 
New website design 

CMC / CG Applications 
Initial Marketing on YT, TikTok, etc

Giveaways/competitions
HotDoge NFT releases

Official Whitepaper
Contract Audit

HotDogeGames development
Exchange listings (TBC)

Native HotDoge mobile app
Ongoing heavy marketing push

More giveways and competitions

Please note: Although the HotDoge team will endeavour to deliver
developments and integrations listed according to the timings listed below,
this roadmap may be subject to change and iteration dependant on factors

such as overall project progress, available funding, and community team
growth. This list is not comprehensive and may evolve over time.

 
Q2 2021:

 

Q3 2021:

 

Q4 2021:
Further exchange listings (TBC)

Major advertising campaign
HotDogeSwap DeFi platform

More TBC
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HotDoge prides itself on being a 100% community-driven project,
without a singular overzealous and elusive developer/creator

calling all the shots, as is often seen in a lot of fly-by-night, pump
and dump, destined for failure Binance Smart Chain token projects.

 
We aim to be a breath of fresh air amongst the detritus of BSC, 

a truly community-run token, where everyone can have a say, no
matter their level of experience, funds, or what they can bring to

the table to help the project progress in the long term.
 

Our ever-growing community team is currently comprised of 
over 15-20 active community members spanning various skillsets,

such as Design, Marketing, Development, PR, and more. 
 

We are continuously adding more members to our core team,
and actively encourage and engage all members of the 

HotDoge community who feel they might have something to offer,
or who want to be more heavily involved in the project, to join us. 

 
For fully up to date team details, please refer to the

team section on our website: hotdogetoken.com
 
 
 
 

HotDoge Community Team
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Thank you for reading!
Useful links:

Website: hotdogetoken.com
Buy HotDoge: PancakeSwap

Telegram: HotDogeBSC
Discord: HotDoge

Reddit: $hotdoge BSC
Twitter: HotDogeTokenBSC

Live Chart: Poocoin
BSCScan Details: HotDoge Contract

Liquidity Lock: DXSale
Renounced Ownership: Proof

http://hotdogetoken.com/
https://v1exchange.pancakeswap.finance/#/swap?outputCurrency=0x1991501f1398663f69dd7391c055bb0df6514f76
http://t.me/HotDogeBsc
https://discord.gg/h65J8ZAYnt
https://www.reddit.com/r/hotdoge
https://twitter.com/HotDogeTokenBSC
https://poocoin.app/tokens/0x1991501f1398663f69dd7391c055bb0df6514f76
https://bscscan.com/address/0x1991501f1398663f69dd7391c055bb0df6514f76
https://dxsale.app/app/pages/dxlockview?id=0&add=0x7e82C46D36498FE4e432050957296556deB20a3c&type=lplock&chain=BSC
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x3371cb83937072b7fa1a2c1cec943b660606db7ce3d48a257e286d782e2b7cda

